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4109 ORCHARD PARK
SPC RIGID CORE LUXURY VINYL TILE 

NOMINAL 12” W x 24” L
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NextGen™
This SPC flooring features our exclusive rigid technology 
NextGen Core. Our core was developed using extruded 
stone, instead of thermoplastics, to offer maximum 
strength and dimensional stability.

PearlTouch™ Ceramic Bead 
Pet and family friendly, this product is treated with a 
pearl touch ceramic bead finish suitable for high traffic 
areas, is easy to maintain and guaranteed to last. This 
finish provides exceptional durability that eliminates 
premature wear, repels stains, stands up to everyday 
use and provides long life.
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Waterproof… excellent for kitchens, bathrooms, and other 
moisture prone areas in residential and commercial settings.
Vividly realistic stone visuals in modern designer colors, wide tiles, 
and a traditional textured embossed surface to accent any décor. 
Waterproof for the life of the product, topical moisture will not affect 
the floors performance.



02 Finch

04 Walker

06 Aspen

01 Balmoral

03 Riviera

05 Summerhill



FEATURESFEATURES

NextGen Core™ This SPC flooring features our exclusive 
rigid technology NextGen Core. Our core was developed 
using extruded stone, instead of thermoplastics, to offer 
maximum strength and dimensional stability.
PearlTouch™ Ceramic Bead Pet and family friendly, this 
product is treated with a pearl touch ceramic bead 
finish suitable for high traffic areas, is easy to maintain 
and guaranteed to last. This finish provides exceptional 
durability that eliminates premature wear, repels stains, 
stands up to everyday use and provides long life.
Uniclic™ The strongest gap-free plank locking system in 
the industry, products with Uniclic™ are assured to provide 
stability, long life, and enhanced performance under the 
most demanding conditions.
Performance Edition IXPE Underlayment This attached 
cushion eliminates the need for a separate underlayment, 
while improving acoustic qualities. It helps to smooth out 
minor subfloor imperfections for ease of installation and 
offers exceptional underfoot comfort.

SPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONS

Plank Size: Nominal 12” W x 24” L
Wear Layer: 20 mil
Edge Profile: 4 Edge Micro Bevel  
Finish: PearlTouch™ Ceramic Bead
Thickness: 5mm (4mm + 1mm IXPE) 
Core: NextGen™ Extruded Stone 
Installation: Floating | UniclicTM

Certifications: FloorScore®

WARRANTIES

CARTON CONFIGURATION

Pcs/Carton: 11 | 37.57 lbs/carton  
Packaging: 21.58 sq.ft./carton | 60 cartons/pallet 

Lifetime  Residential          
15 Year  Commercial 
Lifetime Limited Waterproof 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

4109 ORCHARD PARK
PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION

Tough and durable flooring features no wax or polish 
easy care low maintenance for the life of the floor. Easy to 
clean with regular sweeping or vacuuming, and periodic 
cleaning with mild soap and water or an approved floor 
cleaner to ensure the flooring retains its original look 
throughout the life of the product.

NextGenTM 
Extruded Stone Core  
Made of extruded 
stone, not thermoplastic 
for maximum strength 
and durability. 

IXPE Underlayment  
Attached cushioning 
eliminates the need 
for a separate 
underlayment and 
improves acoustics. 

Visual Layers  
Realistic embossing and 
stone-like textures provide 
a natural look and feel.

PearlTouch™ Ceramic Bead 
Provides exceptional durability 
that eliminates premature wear.



Vinyl flooring is a beautiful reproduction of wood and therefore variations in color, tone and graining are to 
be expected. Please note that the display samples may not always be a true representation of the final 
product. For this reason, new and/or replacement flooring may not exactly match display samples and/
or existing flooring. Product image colors may vary due to print processes and monitor display settings. 
Please see installation instructions for full details. See harrisflooring.com for latest specifications.                                                                                                              

Hydronic Radiant Floors 
Our rigid FibreCore™ technology allows for this 
product to be installed over radiant heating with 
maximum resistance to expansion, contraction and 
warping.

Phthalate Free
Kraus offers products made from clean, raw materials, 
keeping your space free of harmful phthalates.

FloorScore®

Meets Indoor Air Quality Product Performance 
Standards for Building Interiors. CA Section 01350 and 
SCS EC10.3-2014.

Color Variation
Indicates the variety of colors, shades, hues and 
characteristics of the product. Low color variation 
flooring will have minimal difference in shades or hues. 
Medium and High offers a wide range of colors tones, 
hues and variation from plank to plank.

Lifetime Limited Waterproof Warranty 
This SPC flooring is waterproof for the life of the 
product. Exposure to topical moisture will not affect 
the floors performance and is an excellent choice for 
kitchens, baths, in residential and light commercial 
projects. 

Low-Medium

Variation

Micro-Beveled Edge
Micro-Beveled plank edges add definition between 
each flooring plank when installed creating a more 
structured dimensional appearance in the living 
space and installation problems with minor subfloor 
imperfections are minimized.

SPC RIGID CORE  LUXURY VINYL PLANK

TRIM OPTIONS

4109
ORCHARD 
PARK  
Item#

MOLDING CHART

END CAP REDUCER STAIR NOSE T-MOLD

01 BALMORAL KTBALMORPAEC KTBALMORPARD KTBALMORPASN KTBALMORPATM

02 FINCH KTFINCORPAEC KTFINCORPARD KTFINCORPASN KTFINCORPATM

03 RIVIERA KTRIVIOPRAEC KTRIVIORPARD KTRIVIORPASN KTRIVIORPATM

04 WALKER KTWALKORPAEC KTWALKORPARD KTWALKORPASN KTWALKORPATM

05 SUMMERHILL KTSUMMORPAEC KTSUMMORPARD KTSUMMORPASN KTSUMMORPATM

06 ASPEN KTASPEORPAEC KTASPEORPARD KTASPEORPASN KTASPEORPATM

Stair NoseT-Mold ReducerEnd Cap
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For more information visit or call
krausflooring.com 
Toll Free (U.S.): 800.852.8020
Toll Free (Canada): 888.626.2466 harrisflooring.com


